DRAFT AGENDA

Extraordinary meeting
Strasbourg
Room: Salvador de Madariaga (S1)

1. Adoption of agenda

2. Chair’s announcements

*** Voting time ***

3. Implementation of the common security and defence policy - annual report 2018
AFCO/9/01668
2019/2135(INI)

Rapporteur for the opinion:
Esteban González Pons (PPE)
PA – PE643.103v01-00
AM – PE643.190v02-00

Responsible:
AFET – Arnaud Danjean (PPE)
PR – PE641.445v02-00
AM – PE643.151v01-00
AM – PE643.150v01-00

• Consideration of amendments
• Adoption of draft opinion
• Deadline for tabling amendments: 14 November 2019, 17.00

*** End of vote ***
   AFCO/9/01332
   • Exchange of views

5. Any other business

6. Next meetings
   • 4 December 2019, 9.00 – 12.30 and 14.30 – 18.30 (Brussels)